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 However, she is a minor and all the other formalities are to be completed before her marriage. She then reveals that she has
been pregnant with Shaurya's child, a fact that they had kept secret for some time. The film released on 31 March 2016. It

received mixed reviews from critics and audience. Plot Shaurya (Rajkummar Rao), a call centre employee, is in a long distance
relationship with his girlfriend, Noorie (Geetanjali Thapa). They are in a financial predicament and need to get married to
consummate their relationship. Shaurya has been toying with the idea of marriage with Noorie for a long time. He has been

sending her messages via phone which Noorie dismisses. Shaurya decides to confront Noorie with a special ring. While doing
so, he tells her that he has been sending her love messages through an iPhone which she never liked. The conversation goes off
course when Noorie confronts him that she has been pregnant and was considering abortion. Noorie becomes upset and throws

the phone out of the window. A car driving by the scene of the accident hits the phone. Shaurya goes to the hospital where
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Noorie is admitted. He comes to know that she is not only pregnant but that she is of minor age and has to get married to have
her child legitimized. Shaurya begins doing research on the country's marriage laws and discovers that the only way to get

married is to register the marriage with the county's marriage bureau. Shaurya then goes to the marriage bureau and begins the
process of getting Noorie's father's permission. He also has to inform the local police of his relationship with Noorie. This

proves to be quite a problem since the couple is a year apart in age. The police officer on duty says that they can get married
only if Noorie's father gives his consent. Noorie tells her father of the situation, but he is reluctant to give his consent. The next
day, Shaurya visits Noorie at home. Her father is not willing to give his consent and asks Shaurya to convince Noorie. Shaurya

decides to get Noorie married to a man from another village who wants to marry her, so that the marriage can be registered.
Shaurya does as he promised and convinces Noorie's father to let her marry the man from another village. Noorie 520fdb1ae7
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